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Abstract: The measurement and analysis of the spatial attributes of the street canyon hold significant
importance in the advancement of photovoltaic integrated shading devices (PVSDs). This study offers
the space aspect ratio index AR(h) as a more efficient method for determining the optimal location
for installing PVSDs on building facades in various street canyons. The AR(h) index addresses the
limitations of the current quantitative index. This study examined the evolving regulations of indoor
thermal conditions, natural lighting, and the performance of PVSDs in various street canyons. It
assessed the viability of implementing PVSDs in different canyons and suggested development plans
based on the variation law. The findings demonstrated that AR(h) is capable of effectively assessing
and directing the implementation of PVSDs. When AR(h) is below 0.6, the shade of surrounding
buildings has the least impact on the photovoltaic power output and building energy consumption
in various street canyons. In this scenario, the building has the largest yearly energy-saving rate,
making it highly ideal for implementing PVSDs on the building façade. In summary, the suitability of
the AR(h) index in various street sceneries was assessed, offering valuable insights for the widespread
implementation of PVSDs and street planning, thereby optimizing the utilization of solar energy. The
findings of this study will be advantageous in diminishing the utilization of non-renewable energy
sources in urban areas and mitigating carbon emissions to safeguard the environment.

Keywords: photovoltaic integrated shading devices; street aspect ratio; street canyon; lighting control;
indoor thermal environment

1. Introduction

The issue of electricity constraint is currently being faced by cities due to the rapid
growth in economic volume and population [1]. During periods of extreme weather
conditions, there is a prevalence of extensive power limitations or disruptions [2]. The
aforementioned events have detrimental effects on urban productivity and quality of life,
and can even result in fatalities among susceptible populations due to severe heat or cold
weather [3,4], along with significant economic repercussions.

Given these pragmatic concerns, the extensive implementation of distributed photo-
voltaic (PV) power sources in urban regions has become progressively vital. Distributed PV
electricity has the potential to mitigate the scarcity of urban power resources and effectively
address sudden power outages [5]. Additionally, it has the potential to reduce carbon
emissions in metropolitan areas [6,7], promoting the advancement of environmentally
sustainable cities [8]. Furthermore, the rapid growth of distributed PVs can enhance the
flexibility of urban energy systems and significantly enhance the capacity of the electrical
supply [9], particularly in light of the substantial rise in the number of new energy vehicles
(NEVs) [10].
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Calculating the power generation capability of a distributed PV in an entire city or
neighborhood requires determining the total available area. A geographic information
system (GIS) can be utilized to ascertain the extent of the roof area that is accessible for
rooftop PV systems [11–13]. Nevertheless, the determination of the accessible building
facade area presents challenges as a result of the uneven characteristics of the urban
morphology and the shadowing impact caused by adjacent structures. The main difficulty
lies in measuring the differences in space between neighboring buildings and determining
the range of heights displayed by accessible building facades. The spatial qualities of
surrounding buildings have an impact on the solar radiation within the street space.
Consequently, this has a significant impact on both the energy usage of the structure and
the power production of photovoltaic integrated shading device (PVSD) systems located
on the building’s exterior [14].

Recent studies have characterized the area between buildings as an urban street
canyon [15] and have employed the aspect ratio (AR) [16–18] as a measure to define its
visual characteristics. AR considers the impact of the heights of nearby buildings and the
distance between buildings on the total amount of solar radiation received. The establish-
ment of a direct connection between the bottom of a street canyon and the study target is
the sole suitable approach. As an illustration, Deng et al. [15] employed ENVI-met software
to investigate the impact of AR and direction on the microclimate and outdoor thermal
comfort within the central business area of Nanjing. The investigation was conducted
at a vertical distance of 1.5 m above the ground level of the street canyon. The findings
indicated a significant association between the geometric configuration of urban streets
and the level of outdoor thermal comfort. This relationship warrants careful consideration
in the context of street planning and design. In the study conducted by Wang et al. [19], the
researchers utilized the street canyon enclosure ratio (SCER) as a quantitative measure to
represent street scenes with different building heights on opposite sides of the street, as AR
is not suitable for such scenes.

Nevertheless, when it comes to PVSDs positioned at various heights on building
facades within street canyons, these indices remain inadequate in accurately and compre-
hensively characterizing the street area above the PV panels. Consequently, they fail to
provide meaningful guidance for the design and implementation of PVSDs. Hence, this
research examined the spatial separation between the PV panel and the ground, employing
an AR framework. The present study presents a novel space aspect ratio index, referred to
as AR(h). A quantitative analysis of the performance of PV power generation at various
heights may be conducted using AR(h). This analysis allows for the identification of the
essential location on the building façade that has the potential for application.

This study aimed to establish a strong correlation between street space characteristics,
PVSDs power generation, and building energy consumption based on the AR(h) index.
The objective was to efficiently determine the optimal location for installing PVSDs on
building facades in various street canyons. This study investigated the impact of the
shading effect caused by neighboring buildings, in conjunction with PVSDs, on the internal
temperature climate and natural illumination of buildings. Additionally, this study assessed
the changes in energy consumption, photovoltaic performance, and energy-saving rate
using the AR(h) index. Subsequently, based on the variation law, the essential prerequisites
for the establishment of PVSDs in various street areas were identified, and the appropriate
strategies for their development were suggested. The feasibility of developing PVSDs in
various street scenes was further examined through an assessment of the AR(h) index’s
applicability. This analysis will aid practitioners in promptly identifying the building
facades suitable for PVSD implementation in different street scenes.
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2. Literature Review

The optimum design of solar systems should prioritize considerations of the diverse
range of real-world scenarios. When developing and designing solar systems in urban areas,
it is crucial to take into account several elements, including latitude, angle, vertical spacing,
control method, and installation location. The research conducted by Siraki et al. [20]
demonstrated a notable association between the tilt angle of solar systems and the latitude.
Nevertheless, variations in solar radiation intensity across different locations result in
distinct disparities in the tilt angle of photovoltaic panels. According to Zhang et al. [21],
the optimal orientation for the installation of PVSDs in Hong Kong is south, with an optimal
inclination angle of 20◦. Nevertheless, a study conducted by Fouad et al. [22] in Egypt
revealed that the optimal tilt angle for PVSDs falls between 64 degrees and 70 degrees.
When designing solar arrays, it is imperative to take into account not only the angle of
incidence but also the self-shading phenomenon. The overall performance of the solar
system is substantially influenced by the vertical distance between photovoltaic panels.
The research conducted by Shi et al. [23] revealed that the mean comprehensive energy
conservation rate of PVSDs ranges from 16.12% to 51.95%. In a study conducted by Kim
et al. [24], it was shown that a PV blinds system with narrow spacing exhibited a noticeable
self-shading effect, resulting in a considerable decrease in solar performance. Furthermore,
the impact of PVSDs control tactics on power generation potential was investigated by
Paydarr [25] Their study revealed that when the tilt angle was modified biannually, it
resulted in a mere 2% increase in power generation compared to the fixed mode. Specifically,
various placements of photovoltaic panels result in distinct shading consequences.

According to Wang et al. [26], the slanted rooftop photovoltaic shading effect is most
effective during the summer for a solar system put on a roof. Installing horizontal rooftop
photovoltaics during winter can effectively mitigate heat loss. Installing PVSDs on the
building facade will have a substantial impact on the internal thermal and light conditions,
similar to a conventional shading device. The research conducted by Zhao et al. [27]
demonstrated that shade has a substantial impact on reducing energy usage and enhancing
comfort. The total energy consumption in Tianjin, Shanghai, and Guangzhou declined by
8.08%, 11.70%, and 26.70%, correspondingly.

Scholars have employed or devised diverse optimization methods to comprehensively
assess the influence of different factors on solar performance. Liu et al. [14] utilized Energy-
Plus to simulate the impact of geometric factors on the energy-saving capacity of PVSDs.
They then optimized the design of PVSDs using an adaptive control model (ACM) to
effectively respond to real-time weather changes. The office cooling and lighting require-
ments were decreased by 48.7% through optimization. Sadatifar et al. [28] conducted a
comprehensive analysis to address the conflict between photovoltaic power generation,
cooling, heating, and lighting. They examined the variations in photovoltaic power genera-
tion, indoor lighting quality, and thermal environment. They then proceeded to perform a
multi-objective optimization of the design of PVSDs and developed optimized models.

Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of Zhang et al.’s review provides valuable insights
into the advancements made in the field of PVSDs [29]. This study examined the impact
of several elements, such as research location, material qualities, economic cost, angle,
and other variables, on the performance of PVSDs. Nevertheless, prior research has
neglected to account for the impact of shadowing caused by adjacent structures on PVSD
power generation, as well as the energy consumption of buildings situated in street canyons.
Hence, these investigations fail to offer adequate direction for specialists aiming to ascertain
the appropriate spectrum of building facades that can be efficiently employed. Table 1
presents a concise overview of the literature review.
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Table 1. Summary of literature review.

Parameters Reference Information Reference

Latitude There is a significant correlation between latitude and
photovoltaic tilt angle. Gharakhani Siraki et al. [20]

Angle
In Hong Kong, the best orientation of PVSDs installation is

due south, and the best tilt angle is 20◦. Zhang et al. [21]

In Egypt, the best tilt angle of PVSDs is between 64◦ and 70◦. Fouad et al. [22]

Vertical spacing

The average comprehensive energy-saving rate of different
PVSDs is 16.12% to 51.95%. Shi et al. [23]

The self-shading effect of a PV blinds system is obvious, and
the photovoltaic performance is significantly reduced. Kim et al. [24]

Control strategy The tilt angle is adjusted twice a year, and the power
generation is only 2% more than the fixed mode. Meysam Akbari Paydar [25]

Installation site
In summer, the inclined roof photovoltaic shading effect is the
best. Rooftop photovoltaics installed horizontally in winter

can reduce heat loss.
Wang et al. [26]

Shading
In Tianjin, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, the total energy

consumption decreased by 8.08%, 11.70%,
and 26.70% respectively.

Zhao et al. [27]

Shading
The energy-saving potential of EVBS is significant, and the
energy-saving trend of different EVBS in different climate

zones is the same.
Huo et al. [30]

Optimization model

Through a method based on an adaptive control model
(ACM), the optimized office cooling and lighting

requirements are reduced by 48.7%.
Liu et al. [14]

This model can find a balance between photovoltaic power
generation, refrigeration, heating, and lighting to achieve an

optimal design.
Sadatifar et al. [28]

3. Materials and Methods

This section provides a comprehensive explanation of the modeling process employed
in this study. The text introduces the approach and process of creating an urban street
canyon model using real scenes. It also provides the foundation for determining building
height and the range of augmented reality values. Subsequently, the equations for the AR
index and AR(h) index are presented, followed by an examination of their interrelationships
and the factors that influence them. Subsequently, the PVSDs system and the independent
room energy consumption calculation model are developed using the EnergyPlus simula-
tion program, and the model’s parameters are meticulously established. In conclusion, this
section presents the simulation scenarios and statistical analysis methodologies, along with
certain precautions. Figure 1 illustrates the process of creating the calculating model.

3.1. Study Area and Urban Street Canyon Model

The focus of this research pertains to the Xuanwu District located in Nanjing [31,32].
The classification of Xuanwu District assigns it to the hot summer and cold winter zone [33].
The area under question is situated in the core region of Nanjing. The area under consider-
ation encompasses a total of seven sub-districts. Xinjiekou sub-district has achieved an ur-
banization rate of around 100% [34]. This study employed ArcGIS software to examine the
distribution of urban building height based on the building outline data provided [35,36].
Furthermore, this study employed Rhino software to import building outline data in order
to quantify the width and height of street canyons, taking into account the fluctuating
distance between different structures within the metropolitan region. Following this, the
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calculating range of AR was established within the interval of 0 to 5, a range that adequately
encompasses the bulk of real-world scenarios.
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The present study presents two street canyon models that are derived from the
model proposed by Deng et al. [15], as well as the characteristics of the urban building
layout [37,38]. These models are visually represented in Figure 2a,b. This study used these
models to assess and validate the influence of building layout on the research outcomes. In-
corporating shading blocks representing adjacent buildings into EnergyPlus [39–41] allows
for an examination of the impact of shading from nearby buildings on the performance of
PVSDs and the energy consumption of indoor areas. These shading blocks have the ability
to provide shading and reflect light, as depicted in Figure 2c.
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3.2. The Equation of AR and AR(h)

The equation to calculate AR is shown in Equation (1):

AR = H/W = tan α (1)

The equation to calculate the AR(h) proposed in this study is shown in Equation (2):

AR(h) = (H − h)/W = tan β (2)

In this context, the variable H represents the vertical dimension of the street canyon,
while W represents the horizontal dimension of the street canyon. Additionally, the
variable h denotes the vertical dimension of the bottom end of the PVSD panel from
the ground, and it is measured in meters (m), as depicted in Figure 3. The relationships
between the magnitude of the β angle or θ angle and the amount of photovoltaic power
generation and energy-saving efficiency are not directly proportional to the building height,
as indicated by Equation (2). Specifically, when the value of h is equal to zero, the equation
AR = AR(h) signifies the presence of an inclusive relationship between the variables. AR(h)
exhibits superior applicability compared to AR and provides more effective guidance for
the implementation and development of PVSDs.
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3.3. PVSDs System and Energy Consumption Calculation Model

The objective of this study was to assess the viability of implementing PVSDs in
various street canyons and ascertain the optimum height range for building facades that
can be employed. These investigations have acknowledged the utilization of EnergyPlus
for simulating the performance of PVSDs and buildings [21–25]. Furthermore, the study
conducted by Zhang et al. [21] has confirmed the dependability of EnergyPlus simulation
in assessing PVSD performance. Hence, within the context of a street canyon, the present
study employed EnergyPlus software to develop a distinct model for room energy con-
sumption [42–44], as depicted in Figure 2. The utilization of a room-scale model is more
advantageous in accurately representing the variations in thermal conditions and natural
illumination across different elevations inside the street canyon. In order to account for
the similar orientations of the structures in the study region, this study utilized Rhino to
measure the building orientation. The model’s orientation was adjusted to be 10 degrees
south by west. PVSDs are positioned at the uppermost section of the office room front,
exhibiting a slightly inclined angle of 30 degrees. In accordance with construction codes,
the thermal parameters of the building were established. Table 2 presents data pertain-
ing to the offices, windows, and PV panels, together with the thermal parameters of the
building. Additionally, the temperature setpoint and energy efficiency ratio of the split
air-conditioner were determined based on the specific circumstances.
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Table 2. Geometric dimensions and thermal parameters of the model.

Parameter Value Unit

Office (length, width, height) 7.4, 5.3, 4 m

Window (length, width) 1.45, 2.9 m

PV panels (length, width) 7.4, 1 m

Window-wall ratio (WWR) 0.57 -

Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) 0.64 -

Visible transmittance 0.73 -

U-value (external wall, window) 0.8, 2.2 W/m2 · K

Temperature setpoint (cooling, heating) 26, 24 ◦C

Energy efficiency ratio (cooling, heating) 3.8, 3.1 -

Power density (equipment, lighting) 15, 9 W/m2

Occupancy density 0.1667 people/m2

Air change rate 0.7 ac/h

Illumination 400 lx

PV conversion efficiency (PCE) 17 %

In order to investigate the influence of the outdoor environment on the energy effi-
ciency of buildings, the thermal parameters of the external walls of a room located within
the street canyon were established based on the guidelines provided in Table 2. The
remaining walls, including the internal partition walls, were designated as adiabatic bound-
aries [45,46]. According to the literature review of O’Brien et al. [47], the timetable of
building operation was established. To cater to the requirements of the initial advancement
of shading photovoltaics and ensure the broad applicability of the study findings, the PV
performance model was generated in EnergyPlus using the Simple model option. This
study employed a linear control method [48] to investigate the impact of shading on interior
lighting. The simulation utilized natural lighting to effectively regulate indoor lighting.
Furthermore, to concentrate on examining the impact of shading from neighboring build-
ings and PVSDs on the indoor thermal and light conditions, the model does not incorporate
supplementary window shading techniques, such as drapes, etc.

In this study, the street canyon height (H) was measured at 24 m and 48 m in order to
assess and validate the impact of street canyon height on the research findings. Furthermore,
the augmented reality (AR) was manipulated within the range of 0 to 5 by manipulating
the width of the street canyon (W), with a change step of 0.5. AR = 0 signifies the absence
of shade from the adjacent building. The alteration of the h value was accomplished by
simultaneously manipulating the height of the PVSDs and the simulated room, with a
change step of 4 m. The energy modeling technique involved simulating and calculating
the energy consumption and PV power generation of offices located at various heights
in different street canyons using the orthogonal combination approach. The obtained
calculations were compared to the baseline, which consisted of energy consumption results
without PVSDs. Simultaneously, the AR values of various roadway canyons and the
AR(h) values of PV panel locations were computed, which were subsequently utilized for
statistical analysis.

The analysis indicates that the street canyon model 1 has better solar radiation and
daylighting capabilities than model 2. Nevertheless, both models exhibit comparable
fluctuations in PV efficiency and energy usage in buildings. Appendices A and B present
the results. Furthermore, it can be observed that the height (H) of the street canyon does
not exert a substantial influence on the variability of the performance of PVSDs and the
energy consumption of buildings. Through the process of comparing the data provided in
Appendix B with the subsequent results stated, it is feasible to determine the performance.
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As an illustration example, the subsequent analysis and discussion employ model 2 of the
48 m high street canyon.

4. Results

This section initially examines and deliberates on the change regulation pertaining to
the rate of energy conservation in buildings and the performance of solar power generation
using the AR index. It also assesses the feasibility of implementing PVSDs in various street
canyons and highlights the limitations of the AR index. Next, we evaluate and discuss
the variation rules of energy consumption, PVSD power output, and energy-saving rate
based on AR(h). These rules are then used to explore the conditions that are ideal for the
development of PVSDs.

4.1. The Impact of Implementing PVSDs at Varying Heights in Street Canyons on the Building’s
Energy-Saving Rate and PV Performance

The AR has a substantial impact on the generation of PV power. PV power generation
is most efficient at the uppermost part of the street canyon and least efficient at the lower-
most part of the canyon. Figure 4a illustrates the proportion of PV power generated in the
street canyon compared to the situation where AR is zero. These findings indicate that a
decrease in the AR value corresponds to an increase in the width of the street canyon, an
improvement in solar radiation, and an expansion in the range of building facades that can
be utilized. Nevertheless, as AR grows more prevalent, the shadowing effect caused by
nearby buildings diminishes, resulting in a limited selection of building facades that may
be used in street canyons. Specifically, within the limited street area, only the exterior of
the building located toward the upper portion of the street canyon is appropriate for the
construction and use of PVSDs. Nevertheless, it is not easily comprehensible to ascertain
the appropriate area range for implementing PVSDs on the building front based on the
provided figure.

According to the data presented in Figure 4b, the implementation of PVSDs in street
canyons results in a negative lighting energy-saving rate. This indicates that the use
of PVSDs will lead to a substantial rise in lighting energy consumption. These findings
indicate that the optimal natural lighting is found at the uppermost part of the street canyon,
while the impact of PVSDs is minimal. Nevertheless, as AR becomes more prevalent, the
level of illumination within the canyon gradually diminishes, leading to a substantial rise in
lighting energy usage. In a small street canyon, an office located in the upper section has the
most significant change in illumination and the highest rise in lighting energy consumption,
as indicated by a bigger AR value. The reason for this phenomenon is that when the
AR value increases, the street canyon becomes smaller, resulting in reduced illumination
within the canyon. Consequently, the implementation of PVSDs has a comparatively minor
effect on the illumination within the canyon. In contrast, the natural lighting in the upper
section of the street canyon is superior, and the internal lighting will undergo a significant
transformation with the implementation of PVSDs.

Figure 4c demonstrates that the implementation of PVSDs in street canyons leads
to a substantial enhancement in the rate of cooling energy conservation. Furthermore,
the cooling energy-saving rate increases as one moves closer to the top of the canyon.
The elevated solar radiation intensity in the upper section of the street canyon during the
summer season leads to a rise in the inside temperature of the building and subsequently
an increase in the demand for cooling energy. By implementing PVSDs, PV panels may
effectively mitigate excessive solar radiation entering the room, leading to a significant
energy conservation impact. Nevertheless, as the prevalence of AR grows, the street
canyon experiences a gradual reduction in width, resulting in a diminishing energy-saving
impact of implementing PVSDs as one moves from the upper to the lower sections of the
canyon. The reason for this phenomenon is that within the confines of the tight canyon,
the magnitude and quantity of solar radiation diminish, resulting in few alterations to
the indoor temperature subsequent to the implementation of photovoltaic solar panels.
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Specifically, when the AR is minimal, the cooling energy conservation rate at the upper and
lower sections of the street canyon is nearly the same due to the minimal shade impact of
the surrounding buildings.
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As depicted in Figure 4d, the heating energy-saving rate of the building at the upper
section of the street canyon exhibits a negative value subsequent to the implementation
of PVSDs. This observation suggests a comparatively higher level of heating energy
consumption. The reason for this is that during winter, solar radiation promotes a rise in
interior temperature, whereas PVSDs decrease the likelihood of sunlight entering the room.
The solar radiation at the highest point of the street canyon is the most significant, resulting
in the greatest relative rise in heating energy demand following the implementation of
PVSDs at that location. Furthermore, as the AR increases, the impact of PVSDs on heating
energy consumption diminishes progressively as one moves from the upper to the lower
regions of the canyon. Specifically, the positive rate of energy savings in heating becomes
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noticeable once the PVSDs are placed at the bottom of the canyon with an AR value
greater than 1.5. This occurs because of the rise in temperature of the PVSDs during power
generation, resulting in a modest alteration of the surrounding outside thermal conditions.
This aligns with the findings of Pham et al. [49].

Given the fluctuation in building energy usage and the power generation capacity
of PVSDs, it is possible to create and implement PVSDs in street canyons, resulting in a
substantial annual energy savings, as depicted in Figure 4e. These findings indicate that
the upper section of the street canyon exhibits the most suitability for the development
and implementation of PVSDs, while being minimally influenced by the AR. Nevertheless,
as the AR becomes more prevalent, the annual energy conservation impact within the
street canyon diminishes progressively from the uppermost to the lowermost section.
Consequently, the available space for development and utilization of PVSDs on the building
facade diminishes.

4.2. The Impact of AR(h) on the Fluctuation of PV Power Generation and Commercial
Energy Consumption

In contrast to AR, AR(h) provides a more understandable representation of the vari-
ations in power generation from PVSDs and building energy consumption. It allows for
the consideration of factors such as the impact of neighboring buildings on PV power
generation, as well as the influence of shading effects from nearby buildings and PVSDs
on building energy consumption. Figure 5a demonstrates that the power generation of
PVSDs diminishes as AR(h) increases, suggesting a reduction in the available space above
the PVSDs and a significant fall in the total annual solar radiation received by the PV panel.
This study revealed that in model 1, which has a height of 48 m, the power generation
of PVSDs remains consistent across all heights of the building facade in different street
canyons, assuming that the AR(h) remains constant. This observation suggests that the θ

angles of the two entities are almost the same, as depicted in Figure 3. Additionally, their
total annual solar radiation exhibits a similarity. The primary rationale for proposing the
AR(h) in this work is based on this discovery.

The energy consumption of buildings in the street canyon is influenced by the shad-
owing caused by surrounding buildings and PVSDs. Figure 5b demonstrates that PVSDs
have a substantial impact on the energy consumption of rooms. As AR(h) grows, the light-
ing energy consumption steadily rises, initially increasing and then gradually decreasing.
These findings indicate that when AR(h) is less than 0.6, the lighting energy consumption is
minimal. Additionally, the addition of PVSDs results in the smallest increase in lighting
energy consumption. This suggests that nearby buildings have minimal impact on indoor
illumination, and the indoor natural lighting conditions are superior. However, when AR(h)
exceeds 0.6, there is a dramatic increase in lighting energy consumption. This leads to the
emergence of a gap in the figure, indicating that the surrounding buildings start to have a
substantial influence on the illuminance within the room.

Regarding the energy consumption of the air-conditioner, as depicted in Figure 5c,
the cooling energy consumption diminishes as the AR(h) increases. Furthermore, in cases
when AR(h) is less than 0.6, the PVSDs exhibit a substantial decrease in cooling energy
usage. Nevertheless, as the AR(h) decreases to 0.6, the shading impact of the PVSDs steadily
diminishes. During the winter season, as depicted in Figure 5d, there is an initial rise in
heating energy consumption followed by a minor drop as the AR(h) increases. The primary
reason for this is the obstruction of solar radiation by nearby buildings, which leads to
a gradual rise in heating energy consumption until it reaches its peak. Additionally, as
the space within the street canyon becomes narrower, the dissipation of heat within the
canyon slows down. Consequently, the heating energy consumption of the room gradually
decreases, aligning with the findings of Mortezazadeh et al. [50]. When AR(h) is less than
0.6, the implementation of PVSDs will result in an increase in heating energy consumption.
This is mostly due to the fact that PVSDs decrease the likelihood of sunlight entering the
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room. However, once AR(h) exceeds 0.6, the impact of PVSDs on heating energy usage
diminishes steadily and eventually becomes negligible.
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When examining the influence of adjacent structures and PVSDs, as depicted in
Figure 5e, it is observed that when the AR(h) value grows, there is a steady rise in the annual
total energy consumption of buildings, followed by a subsequent drop. Specifically, when
the value of AR(h) is less than 0.6, the overall yearly energy consumption of the building is
quite low. However, when the AR(h) value exceeds 0.6, there is a large rise in the total yearly
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building energy consumption. Additionally, a gap is observed in the figure, indicating
that surrounding structures start to have a substantial impact on both the building energy
consumption and PV performance. The overall yearly energy usage of offices that meet the
conditions of AR(h) < 0.6 remains the lowest even after the implementation of PVSDs. As the
value of AR(h) increases, there is a gradual decrease in energy savings. One primary factor
contributing to this phenomenon is the progressive decline in PV electricity generation.
Conversely, shading has negative consequences, leading to higher energy usage for lighting
and heating.

4.3. The Relationship between the Efficiency of PV Power Generation and the Pace of Energy
Savings in Buildings

In Figure 6a, it can be observed that the power generation efficiency of PVSDs in street
canyons remains largely unaffected by the presence of neighboring buildings, as indicated
by the AR(h) value being less than 0.1. In scenarios where AR(h) is less than 0.6, the impact
of nearby buildings on the power output of PVSDs in various street canyons is minimal.
In this scenario, the PV power generation can reach a range of 87.344% to 99.958% under
AR = 0. Nevertheless, when the AR(h) exceeds 0.6, the presence of surrounding structures
exerts a substantial influence on the generation of PV electricity. As the value of AR(h)
increases, there is a corresponding fall in PV power output, leading to a progressive decline
in its potential for development and utilization. Specifically, AR(h) is equal to tan β, as
depicted in Figure 3. The value of AR(h) is 0.6, indicating that the β angle is less than
30.964◦. The largest value of the β angle is observed in close proximity to the latitude of
Nanjing, specifically between 31◦14′ and 32◦37′ N. Exploring the correlation between the
angle of β and latitude could be a promising avenue for future research.

According to the data presented in Figure 6b, it can be observed that the lighting
energy-saving rate is minimally affected by the creation and utilization of PVSDs when
the AR(h) value is less than 0.6. Following the implementation of PVSDs, the energy
consumption for lighting experiences a mere rise of 0.220% to 2.815%. When AR(h) exceeds
0.6, the building’s lighting energy consumption experiences a significant surge, reaching
a peak increase of 17.008%. This rise can be attributed to the shading effect caused by
surrounding buildings and PVSDs. As the AR(h) increases, the PVSDs in the street canyon
have a diminishing impact on the room’s illumination. Regarding the cooling energy-saving
rate, as depicted in Figure 6c, the optimal cooling energy-saving impact occurs when AR(h)
is less than 0.6. This is achieved by implementing PVSDs in various street canyons, resulting
in a significant reduction of cooling energy consumption by 8.992% to 11.623%. However,
when AR(h) is greater than 0.6, the shading effect of PVSDs diminishes significantly as a
result of the presence of surrounding buildings. During winter, as depicted in Figure 6d,
the consumption of heating energy initially rises and subsequently declines as the AR(h)
increases. When the AR(h) value is less than 0.6, the PVSDs exhibit the most significant
influence on the heating energy consumption, resulting in an increase of 4.632% to 6.808%
in heating energy consumption. When the value of AR(h) exceeds 0.6, there is a progressive
decline in the impact of PVSDs on heating energy usage. The figure illustrates that PVSDs
have the potential to marginally decrease heating energy usage. This implies that PVSDs
have the ability to modify the temperature conditions within street canyons.

The highest annual total energy-saving rate of PVSDs in different street canyons is
observed when AR(h) is less than 0.6, as depicted in Figure 6e. The annual total energy-
saving rate of 37.363% becomes 48.564% when the utilization rate of the office external
wall is 12.5%. However, when the AR(h) value is more than 0.6, the annual total building
energy-saving rate steadily decreases due to the shading impact of surrounding structures.
This decrease prevents the achievement of the intended energy-saving benefit. In this
study, it can be concluded that street spaces that satisfy the requirement of AR(h) < 0.6 are
deemed appropriate for the establishment and use of PVSDs. Furthermore, it is important
to highlight that in this research, the integration of linear lighting control, PVSDs, and
effective envelope performance can result in over 85% conservation efficiency of the overall
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yearly energy. Hence, the integration of these energy-saving methods merits widespread
adoption and implementation.
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5. Discussion

Section 4 examined the relationship between energy consumption and photovoltaic
performance in various street canyons using the AR index and AR(h) index. It also briefly
explored the factors influencing changes in the indoor thermal environment, light environ-
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ment, and power generation This section provides a detailed comparison and analysis of
the feasibility of using the AR index and AR(h) index in real-world scenarios. Additionally,
this section evaluates the suitability of the AR(h) index and examines the approach for
developing PVSDs in various street settings.

5.1. Comparative Analysis and Deliberation on the Feasibility of AR and AR(h)

This study initially investigated the viability of constructing PVSDs in street canyons
based on the AR index. Figure 4 illustrates that there are similarities in the changes ob-
served in both the building energy-saving rate and the performance of photovoltaic power
generation. Adjacent buildings’ shading adversely affects the power generation, internal
illumination, and temperature environment of PVSDs. However, it is advantageous in
terms of reducing cooling energy usage during the summer. The reason for this is that
adequate solar exposure promotes indoor natural lighting year-round, enhancing indoor
illumination and elevating indoor temperature during winter, hence decreasing heating
energy usage. However, the presence of adjacent buildings and PVSDs will result in a de-
crease in the overall amount of solar radiation received indoors. Additionally, their impact
on the cooling energy-saving rate is only beneficial during the summer season. Neverthe-
less, it is worth noting that cooling energy consumption and heating energy consumption
are exclusively observed during the summer and winter seasons, respectively. In contrast,
lighting energy consumption and solar power generation are continuous throughout the
year, constituting distinct shares of the overall yearly energy consumption. Hence, overall,
the fluctuations in photovoltaic power generation and the annual energy conservation rate
of buildings exhibit a comparable pattern. The energy efficiency of buildings is determined
by the electricity generation of PVSDs, and the benefits of implementing PVSDs in various
street canyons surpass the drawbacks.

While AR has the capability to capture the fluctuations in PV performance and building
energy consumption, its efficiency remains insufficient. When designing and implementing
PVSDs in various street canyon areas, it is essential to individually assess the energy-saving
impact of each canyon and thereafter establish the correlation between the energy-saving
effect, AR, and the height (h). Ultimately, based on this correlation, the desired height range
for the development and utilization of building facades is determined. Nevertheless, given
the vast number of structures inside the urban area, it is evidently unsuitable to ascertain
the feasible height range for building facades alone by the utilization of AR in every street
canyon. Hence, the AR is exclusively appropriate for evaluating the possible deployment
of PVSDs in certain street canyons. One of the rationales for proposing the AR(h) in this
work is as follows.

This study examined the fluctuation of building energy and photovoltaic performance
in relation to AR(h), as depicted in Figures 5 and 6. This study revealed the existence
of facades that are conducive to the growth of PVSDs in various urban street canyons.
Furthermore, there is a similarity in the fluctuation of power output from PVSDs and
building energy consumption. Additionally, the key parameters that are favorable for the
development of PVSDs in different street canyons are also consistent. This finding can
efficiently steer the advancement of PVSDs in urban areas. The reason for this is that the
AR(h) index is solely associated with the θ angle. When the angle of incidence θ is constant,
the photovoltaic power generation exhibits a tendency toward similarity, with the minor
variation attributed to the reflection of light from the wall. After implementing PVSDs on
building facades that satisfy the AR(h) < 0.6 criteria, the energy consumption of the building
and the power output of PVSDs are minimally influenced by surrounding buildings,
resulting in the highest yearly energy savings. This work presents a comprehensive and
effective index for the widespread implementation and utilization of PVSDs in urban street
canyons. During the installation, measurements are taken on-site to determine the width
and height of the street canyon. This allows for the determination of the height range of the
building facade that is acceptable for the placement of PVSDs.
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5.2. Analysis of the Suitability of AR(h) in Various Street Situations and the Approach to
Developing PVSDs

Only a portion of the building façade in actual cities is appropriate for the implemen-
tation of PVSDs. The analysis revealed that when the impact of neighboring buildings is
disregarded, the optimal azimuth angle for the placement of PVSDs is between 160 and
260 degrees. Within this specified range, the PV power generation has the potential to
exceed 85% of its maximum value, as depicted in Figure 7. The orientation of the building
and the PV panel is indicated by the azimuth angle depicted in the figure. To minimize the
impact of neighboring buildings and maximize the energy efficiency of the building, it is
necessary to repeat the steps mentioned above within the range of 160 to 260 degrees. It
has been determined that the PVSDs must have an installation position where the AR(h)
value is less than 0.6.
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Furthermore, this research examined the attributes of urban streets using the ArcGIS
platform and provided a concise overview of four scenarios where PVSDs are applied, as
depicted in Figure 8. PVSDs are highly ideal for scene (a) because of the absence of any
interference from neighboring buildings. In scenario (b), the model is identical to the one
shown in Figure 3. It is only appropriate to implement PVSDs when AR(h) is less than
0.6. Specifically, in the case of scene (c), when the value of h is greater than H, the AR(h) is
negative. This requirement is met when AR(h) is less than 0.6, making it appropriate for
the implementation of PVSDs. The model is considered equivalent to the model of scene
(b) when h is less than H. It is important to mention that the building facade in the street
canyon in scene (d) is not appropriate for PVSD installation since it is often shaded by
surrounding buildings. However, this can be overcome if the width of the street space (W)
is sufficiently large to meet the criteria of AR(h) < 0.6. Considering the adverse effects of
PVSDs, this study proposes that the use of PVSDs in street areas should be complemented
by the implementation of lighting control technologies and the enhancement of building
envelope performance, particularly for older buildings.
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6. Conclusions

This study introduces the AR(h) index as a means to assist practitioners in effectively
identifying the optimal location for implementing PVSDs on building facades in various
street canyons. The AR(h) index addresses the limitations of the current quantitative index
by establishing a strong correlation between street canyon characteristics, PVSD power
generation, and building energy consumption. According to this index, the essential
requirements for the advancement of photovoltaics in various street canyons are identical.
This study aimed to compare and assess the variation in energy consumption, performance
of PVSDs, and energy-saving rate across different street canyons using the AR index
and AR(h) index. The viability of implementing PVSDs in various street canyons was
confirmed, and the optimal conditions for PVSD development were identified. In summary,
the suitability of the AR(h) index in various street scenes was evaluated, and a matching
technique for developing PVSDs was suggested.

The findings indicate that the implementation of lighting control technology in energy-
efficient buildings leads to a notable rise in total yearly energy consumption due to shade
caused by surrounding structures. The presence of PVSDs will have a significant impact on
both the internal temperature climate and the natural lighting conditions due to the shading
effect they produce. Furthermore, the research findings indicate that within different street
canyons, there is a distinct range of street areas that experience low influences from adjacent
structures and demonstrate the most significant rate of energy conservation in buildings.
These specific regions are considered appropriate for the implementation of PVSDs on
building exteriors.

In this study, the impact of nearby buildings on PV power output and building energy
consumption was negligible when AR(h) was below 0.6. Furthermore, this condition was
linked to the minimum overall yearly energy usage of buildings and the most efficient
energy conservation result. Furthermore, within this specific context, the PV power gen-
eration exhibited the capacity to attain a range of 87.344% to 99.958% when compared to
the situation where AR was equal to zero. The overall yearly energy-saving rate ranged
from 37.363% to 48.564% when the utilization rate of the external wall of the room was
12.5%. The geographical characteristics of urban street canyons significantly influence the
effectiveness of PVSDs and the conservation of building energy. The recently suggested
index was demonstrated to apply to many street settings, offering useful insights for the
progress and execution of PVSDs in street canyons.
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Ultimately, it is crucial to recognize that the results of this study are particularly rele-
vant to the construction of clusters or communities that exhibit consistent arrangements.
The generalizability of the study’s findings is constrained when confronted with situations
with non-uniform arrangements, hence requiring an independent assessment. Furthermore,
with regard to study methodologies, there exist areas that could be enhanced. The integra-
tion of simulation and experimentation can enhance the precision of determining the key
conditions necessary for the advancement of PVSDs. It is imperative that the measurement
duration covers a minimum of one year. The extensive use of PVSDs in urban areas will
also give rise to certain subjects that merit scholarly investigation. In the context of an
old building energy-saving renovation project, it is imperative to reassess the safety and
stability of the building due to the potential increase in load caused by PVSDs. Furthermore,
it is imperative to take into account the supplementary factors of light pollution, tree cover,
and the economic advantages associated with PVSDs. One of the factors that can reduce
the available surface area of building facades is the existence of trees in large roadway
canyons. This research proposes that there is a relationship between the AR(h) value and
latitude, and that latitude influences the most advantageous positioning of PVSDs on the
building front. Hence, future studies will focus on investigating the development strategy
and economic advantages of PVSDs in non-uniform building clusters. Additionally, they
will aim to explore the correlation between AR(h) and geographic latitude.
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Appendix A. The Variation Law of PVSDs Power Generation Performance and Building
Energy Saving Effect of 24 m High Street Canyon Model 1
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Appendix B. The Variation Law of PVSDs Power Generation Performance and Building
Energy Saving Effect of 24 m High Street Canyon Model 2
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